A convergence theorem of D. J. Newman for the Hardy space H1 is generalized to several complex variables.
where dm^ denotes the Haar measure of TN. Hl(UN) consists of those holomorphic functions on UN whose 77l-norm is finite.
If/ is any function on UN, and wETN, the "slice function"/" is defined on IP by /«(X) =/(Xw) ÇXEU1). If hEH\UN), then A«, EHl(Ul) for almost all wETN, and, as in [6, Lemma 3.3.2] , the invariance of the measure dmtf implies \h\\i.N = I ||A"||i,i¿»»Ar(wO. rAe«||/"-/||i,*-+0.
In proving this theorem for N = l, Newman used a factorization of Tf'-functions involving Blaschke products. This technique is not applicable when iV> 1 ; nor is the more recent proof of C. N. Kellogg [2 ] in which functions in 771 are expressed as products of 772-functions. The proof of the theorem for A^>1 given here applies the onevariable result to the slice functions/«, w.
Lemma. Suppose <£"^0, <£ = lim inf </>", <p and <j>nELl, ¡j/S4>, and lim supf<f>"^f\f/. Then, <¡>=ip a.e., and there exists nj-><x> such that 4>nj-*^ a.e. Proof of Lemma. Fatou's lemma gives the first inequality in I (j> ^ lim inf I <pn ^ lim sup I <j>n ^ IV = I <t>-It follows that0 =f a.e. and that (1) lim J <*>" = J <p.
If g"=inf {<f>", <pn+u ■ • • }, the monotone convergence theorem gives (2) \imfgn=f<t>.
Since gn^<j>n, (1) and (2) imply /|g"-<£"|->0; hence, (g",-<£",)->0
a.e. for some sequence n->». But gn-xt> a.e., so <j>nj-*<j> a.e.
Proof of Theorem 1. For w E TN, define *.W = ||/».»||i.i, and 4>(w) = ||/"||i.i. By the lemma, (3) and (4) imply that every sequence Si of positive integers contains a subsequence S2 such that for almost all w, <f>"iw) ->\piw) as n->oo in S2. For such w, Newman's theorem asserts that
We must show that
If TN =AVJB, this integral is majorized by (7) I \\fn.u, -fa\\i,idmNiw) + I <pniw)dmNiw) + I \piw)dmNiw).
J B J a Ja
By Egoroff's theorem and (5), A and B can be so chosen that ||/»,«>-/w||i,i-*0 uniformly on B as «-><» in 52, and so that/x ^<e. It follows that <!>"-rf uniformly on B, and hence that Ja <£n<e for large n65¡. Hence (7) tends to zero as n-»°o in 52. Thus every sequence Si contains a subsequence S2 for which (6) holds, i.e., for which ||/n-/Hi.iv-*0. This completes the proof.
With only minor notational changes, this proof generalizes Newman's theorem to the unit ball BN. In particular, if dvx denotes the normalized, orthogonally invariant measure on dBN, the iî'-norm for BK is defined by 11/111 = sup j \firw) I dvNiw).
If / is a function on BN, and wEdBN, the slice function/«, is defined, as before, by/",(X) =/(Xw) ÇKEU1). Moreover, the invariance of the measure dvN implies the basic equality There exist functions hnEH1(Uif), and a complex measure dp on TN such that II* -A»||i, n-*d, and * (8) dp = weak-star limit of hndm¡f.
For zEUN, define h0(z) =fT»P(z, w)dp(w). It follows from (8) that the Fourier coefficients of A" converge to those of dp. Hence Ao is holomorphic. And since ||A0||i,ív^||m||. A0 is in P^P^).
Hence dp = h*dmN, and (8) implies d* -A*||i, 2válim||A-A*||i, N=d. This completes the proof. 
